
KERPEN HANDPICKED RIESLING 2020
Original price was: $23.99.$19.99Current price is: 
$19.99.

Product Code: 7504

Country: Germany

Region: Mosel

Style: White

Variety: Riesling

Closure: Screw Cap

Unit: Each

Volume: 750ml

Alcohol: 11.0%

Grape: 100% Riesling
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TASTING NOTES
Winery notes (2020 Vintage)
"A strong, full-bodied wine with a ripe acidity and expressiveness. A pleasant finish due to the lighter alcohol level, and a
great thirst extinguisher on a hot summer day!

After almost 250 years, and for eight generations, viticulture has run in the Kerpen family. Riesling is grown exclusively on
around 8 hectares made up of several named vineyards: Graacher Himmelreich, Graacher Domprobst, Bernkasteler
Bratenhöfchen and Wehlener Sonnenuhr. The interplay of Moselle slate, south-southwest aspect, minerality and climate is
unique. The result is wines with a fine play between fruit and acidity, a low alcohol content and a long life. After carefully
selecting the grapes by hand, they are gently pressed. Then the must fermented in wooden barrels and matured to dry, fine-
dry, fruit sweet or noble sweet wines." 

5 Stars & 93/100 Sam Kim, Wine Orbit, January 2022  (2020 Vintage)
"Classically styled and composed with Gala apple, citrus peel, honey and subtle spice aromas, it's juicy and flowing in the
mouth delivering elegant sweetness backed by crisp acidity, finishing lingering and delectable. Style: Medium-dry. At its best:
now to 2028." 

Rated Excellent & 93/100 Cameron Douglas MS, January 2022  (2020 Vintage)
"Fresh, youthful, ripe and concentrated bouquet with aromas of fresh green apple and white blossoms, apricot stone and gray
slate mineral qualities, decent intensity and engaging bouquet. Off-dry with moderate sweetness, flavours that match the
bouquet, high acidity and low alcohol deliver a satin mouthfeel and fine texture. Balanced, well made and delicious. Best
drinking from 2022 through 2030."

https://vinofino.co.nz/?post_type=product&p=13888
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